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Ngaji Ningan,
Last week saw the completion of our annual ‘Faction Traction’ athletics carnival. The event was
held over two gruelling (and fun filled) days where students participated in regular competitive
events such as long jump and 400m running mixed with tabloid events designed for fun and
participation. Over both days our students exemplified the school’s values of: Be Respectful,
Be Resilient and Strong and Be Your Best. As well as fantastic results in length and time we
also witnessed heart-warming examples of sportsmanship and care when our Year 6 girls ran
alongside a classmate to offer support. Sport often provides the vehicle for people to show their
excellence in not only physical strength, but also in kindness and compassion. Both were
clearly on display at this year’s event.
Events such as these require a great deal of preliminary planning and organisation. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank Miss Jacinta and Miss Quartermaine for their tireless work in
preparing such a terrific day for students, staff and community. As well as this, I would like to
thank all of our staff members who played their role in ensuring that all of our events ran on
time and that students were engaged throughout the whole day. Finally, I would like to thank all
of the parents and family members who attended to offer their support for the athletes and our
amazing P&C who provided a delicious cake stall for morning tea and a sausage sizzle for our
students for lunch. Without their support we would have had some very hungry students.
As well as this opportunity to show our abilities on the sporting field, we also sent our top
mathematicians to this year’s Interschool Mathematics Competition at Broome North Primary
School. The event was made up of a variety of challenges which tested our student’s
mathematical knowledge as well as their ability to work as a team to solve complex problems.
All of our teams had an amazing morning and represented the school honourably. Our Year 4
team and our Year 5 team both placed third in their respective events with Broome Primary
taking home the trophy as interschool champions of 2021. We look forward to next year’s event
and would like to thank Broome North for their organisation.
Please be aware that throughout this year we have had many times when the general public
have come on to school grounds and taken unchained bikes from our bike rack area. As a
school we do our utmost in supervising this area but until we can organise an alternative
security option for bikes the responsibility of bike security lies with the owner. Many students
have solved this problem by asking a friend if they can lock their bikes together for the day and
this has worked well in deterring would-be thieves.

Galiya
Guy Hayward
Principal
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REMINDER FOR YOUR CALENDAR
Monday 16th - 20th August

 Maths Week

Friday 27th August

 Assembly Gundurungu Nyirrwa Rm 6

Wednesday 8th September

 Interschool Jumps and Distance Running

Friday 10th September

 Interschool Athletics Carnival
 Assembly Gardgu Nyirrwa Rm 5

Week 5
BE SAFE
Use equipment the way it is
meant to be used and tidy up
after yourself
Week 6
BE RESPECTIFUL
Keep your words respectful

Yanggi miliya – What Now!
Ngaji gurrjin!
Current Season - Barrgana
In Barrgana season the bundurr (cold SE wind) blows strong making our skin dry
out. Our gulamana (frilled necked lizard) and jarlangardi (goanna) aren't seen
around the school as much now because they are hiding under ground and
under ant hills during this season. Nganarr (dugong) and barrjarniny (wallaby)
are healthy and in season. Ngamagarri (white cockatoo) feed
on yarrinyarri (bush onion) and lay their eggs which hatch at
this time of the year. Gumanyba (the Seven Sisters star
formation) continues to shine brightly ngurragun (at night).
Galiya,
Miss Dalisa
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